PLANS Preventative Maintenance

S to rely on CPS Compressors Customer Support
Plans
Most cost effective approach
A periodic check of your installation keeps your maintenance costs down.
And when the costs are fixed and known in advance, you will have less
administration costs and avoid unbudgeted surprises.

Regular maintenance significantly lowers the risk of deterioration and ensures
that your installation will last longer. Our technician will notice and replace poorly
working parts. A quick reaction and change of parts keep the machine running
longer in working conditions.
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With the aim of finding the solution that fits your specific needs,
you can take various approaches that demand less to more
involvement from our part. Evidently you can step up to a higher
level and adjust and customize the proposed plan at any time
depending on your needs.

Reliability, quality and productivity
Regular and well-performed maintenance assures the reliability of your installation
and the quality of your compressed air. This way you lower the risks of a possible
loss of quality of your production or a breakdown followed by production loss,
which ultimately leads to lower profitability.

Global presence, local service
Atlas Copco Customer Support Plans are not limited by borders; from
the extreme cold of Northern Canada to the deserts of central Australia, our
approximately 3000 factory trained technicians are never more than a phone call
away. Combined with our genuine parts distribution system, operating 24/7,
you can rest assured your production continuity is in safe hands.

Energy savings
Regular replacement of worn out parts combined with the use of genuine
Atlas Copco parts make your compressed air installation last longer and cause
a minimal average pressure drop, which leads to energy savings.

WAYS TO EASE YOUR MIND
You hand it to us

PEACE OF MIND
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We can offer any number of solutions for planned
maintenance.
production optimal at all time and preferably at the lowest
Our specialist aftermarket advisors can visit your production
facilities and assess your specific needs. This allows us to
propose the most cost effective Customer Support

We service your compressed air installation following a
complete maintenance system that covers all breakdowns.
Your equipment will be kept in prime condition at any time and
the annual costs for the agreed period are fixed. This includes
all the required parts, labour and travel expenses. There are no
hidden surprises. You have total peace of mind.

We give you a hand
We service your compressed air system at predetermined
intervals to lower the risk of unexpected problems and keep your
production process optimal at all time. The routine maintenance
costs are fixed, which allows you to easily forecast them.

We leave it in your hands
We deliver the necessary spare parts and leave the actual
maintenance up to you. We check your compressed air system
regularly and identify the necessary actions. The output of each
inspection is a complete diagnostics report.

